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Abstract: 
Unlike the cases with well-defined and clearly delineated complete networks, the 
issue of boundaries has remained critical yet underexplored for ego-centered 
networks. In many circumstances, social interactions occur with weakly-tied others, 
with which the dyadic ties become so unpredictable that it is difficult if not 
impossible to draw definite network boundaries. To elicit key components of 
ego-centered networks, as a result, researchers have invented various generators or 
proxies that mostly rely on perceived and self-reported relationship or 
acquaintanceship.  
 
This paper complements such relationship-based definitions with contact-based 
definitions of boundary drawing. We analyze comprehensive contact diaries kept by 
46 informants in Taiwan, who recorded for 90 days in 2004 all contacts they had with 
anyone. From 8,762 identifiable unique contacted persons, we first allocate implied 
boundaries (ranging from 65 to 547 alters among the 46 ego-centered networks) as 
those with whom ego expected to “contact again”. Then we specify realized 
boundaries (ranging from 38 to 268 alters) as the above-mentioned persons with 
whom ego got into contact again in a later stage.  
 
Because both implied boundary and realized boundary are treated as random, we 
perform resampling for 10,000 times to account for the possibility that the boundary 
size may change for every ego from sample to sample. We then use Kernel Smooth 
Density to plot the probability density function of a random variable (here, “feeling 
after contact” and “beneficial to ego”, respectively).  
 
Results from Kernel Smooth Density show that daily contacts within realized 
boundaries turn out to be more stable than that with unrealized ego-alter ties, in 
terms of the standard deviations of the feelings toward contacts and the benefits 
from such interactions. The differences remain consistent across various measures. 
Thus, while implied boundaries help predict the range of ego-centered networks that 
are potentially less volatile, realized boundaries further help identify the alters whose 



interactions with ego remain more stable in both affective and instrumental gains. 
Our findings suggest that contact-based definitions help us better predict how 
boundaries formulate around ego-centered networks.  


